
Online Correspondence Chess 
 
When I was a teenager growing up in South Africa, I decided to try my hand at 

correspondence chess by joining the British Correspondence Chess Association (BCCA). The 

BCCA seems to be still running and there is also an English Federation for Correspondence 

Chess (EFCC), of which BCCA is a member along with, amongst others, the National 

Correspondence Chess Club (NatCor), the Braille Chess Association, the Clergy 

Correspondence Chess Club (CCCC) and Yorkshire Chess Association. Back then 

correspondence chess involved posting a score card back and forth, and the time control 

was based on the post mark on the envelope. Being in South Africa meant it took about two 

weeks to get a move back. Games took a long time and it got quite tedious. To speed things 

up I sent lots of conditional moves, sometimes 3 or 4 moves deep. I played for about a year 

and then stopped. 

However, I did enjoy the opening research and board analysis that was part of 

correspondence chess. Computer engines weren’t much use back then. Mere mortals like 

myself could beat most consumer level chess computers; at least the programs that ran on 

home PCs and the portable board systems that I could afford. You could use opening books 

and a board to work through your candidate moves, but ultimately it was your own human 

brain power that selected the moves. Now things have changed and the BCCA has an 

interesting assessment of what computer analysis has done to correspondence chess – all 

depends on your perspective. 

One of the interesting outcomes of the COVID pandemic is the resurgence of online 

correspondence chess. Most of the online playing platforms have a version of 

correspondence chess. I happen to play on Chess.com and their correspondence format is 

called Daily Chess. Lichess also offer correspondence chess. Time controls vary between 1 

and 3 days per move. If you exceed the specified time limit you default. You can have as 

many games on the go as you like. As with normal correspondence chess you can consult 

the opening databases as much as you like, and you can use an analysis board. You are not 

able to use analysis engine on the platform directly. Obviously though, you can just load the 

position into a different engine, but if you think about it playing with a computer is a bit 

pointless, and also anyone just playing computer moves is going to get a ridiculously inflated 

rating pretty quickly. 

I recently signed up to a Chess.com World Championship tournament. Players were ceded 

into groups of 12 and played a simultaneous double round robin with alternate colours. The 

time limit was 1 day per move. That’s 22 simultaneous games that had to be checked daily. I 

also had some other games on the go as well so you can imagine it got quite stressful. I 

came top of my 1st round group and advanced to the next round. Unfortunately, during the 

2nd round, I had a business trip out the country and forgot to check my games and so lost 

them all on time. I now only play games with 2- or 3-day time limits to avoid defaulting. 

On Chess.com there is a Hertfordshire County Chess Club that I belong to. They have an 

active Daily Chess section. Chess.com arrange team tournaments where various cities and 

clubs play each other. I typically play on boards 1 to 3, depending on who else joins the 
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match, and generally get paired with similar strength opponents in the range of 1700 to 

1900 rating. Here is one of my games played in a match against Royal County of Berkshire 

Club. After move 41 where I began to sniff a weak back rank that led to a fun king hunt… 

 

 

 

Here is another game with a tangential connection to Hertfordshire…the game follows a 

game (slightly different move order) of Jeremy Fraser Mitchel’s from the World Chess Teams 

Senior 50 tournament in Prague in 2020 (just a random spot from the Chessbase mega-

database…). Here is the position from my game after move 15 and the question is should 

white plunge in with Nxe6? It’s so tempting…for those who know me you know what my 

decision was. But is it sound? 

 

Another interesting format is the opening themed tournaments. I find this is a great way to 

explore an opening I haven’t played much. I have played in Catalan, Albin Counter-Gambit 

and a Grunfeld themed tournaments. Typically, each round is a 5 or 7 player double round 

robin with alternate colours, so you get to play the white and black side of the opening. The 
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top 1 or 2 players in the group advance to the next round, again with the same round robin 

format. 

Here is one of my games from the Grunfeld themed tournament, which features a curiously 

tricky end game where I was a piece up but still it wasn’t simply to win. This is the position 

after move 38. How would you go about winning this? 

 

 

Even if my specific games don’t inspire, I do hope this article might have pricked your 

curiosity to give online correspondence chess a go. As I wrote, both Chess.com and lichess 

offer correspondence chess formats. Chess.com seem to have a more active “scene” and I 

enjoy playing with the Hertfordshire County Chess Club. Give it a try... 

 

Mark Buswell 
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